MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET

ULTRACLEAN PEROXIDE 35

MATERIAL IDENTIFICATION AND USE

MANUFACTURER'S NAME........... PMC WATER SYSTEMS SERVICES INC.
MANUFACTURER'S ADDRESS..... 124 CONNIE CRESCENT, #9 CONCORD L4K 1L7
MANUFACTURER'S PHONE #..... (905) 669-8262
24 HOUR EMERGENCY PHONE #. CANUTEC -(613) 996-6666
PRODUCT IDENTIFIER......... ULTRACLEAN PEROXIDE 35
WHMIS CLASS.................... C. D1B. E. F.
TDG CLASSIFICATION........... HYDROGEN PEROXIDE, AQUEOUS SOLUTION 5.1 (8)
                             UN 2014, PG II

HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS OF MATERIAL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INGREDIENT</th>
<th>CONCENTRATION</th>
<th>CAS#/NA#/UN#</th>
<th>LD(50)</th>
<th>LC(50)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HYDROGEN PEROXIDE</td>
<td>5-60%</td>
<td>7722-84-1</td>
<td>ORAL: 1232 MG/KG</td>
<td>&gt;2000 PPM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(RATS)</td>
<td>(RATS)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the Remaining ingredients are not classified as hazardous according to the DSL.

PHYSICAL DATA

PHYSICAL STATE.................. CLEAR LIQUID
ODOUR AND APPEARANCE........... SLIGHTLY PUNGENT, IRRITATING
ODOUR THRESHOLD............... N. AV.
SPECIFIC GRAVITY (WATER=1)..... 1.13
VAPOUR PRESSURE............... 17.4
VAPOUR DENSITY (AIR =1)........ N/D
EVAPORATION RATE............... > 1
BOILING POINT.................. 108°C / 226°F
FREEZING POINT................. N/D
pH............................... N/A
COEFF. WATER/OIL DISTRIBUTION.. N/A
SOLUBILITY IN WATER............ 100 WT%
FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA

FLASH POINT AND METHOD OF DETERMINATION.... WILL NOT BURN
CONDITIONS OF FLAMMABILITY.................. NON FLAMMABLE
MEANS OF EXTINCTION.......................... USE ONLY WATER
UPPER EXPLOSION LIMIT................. N/A
LOWER EXPLOSION LIMIT............... N/A
AUTO-IGNITION TEMPERATURE........... N/A
HAZARDOUS COMBUSTION PRODUCTS........... CONTAMINATION OR HEAT MAY
CAUSE SELF-ACCELERATING EXOTHERMIC DECOMPOSITION WITH OXYGEN GAS AND
STEAM RELEASE THAT CAN CAUSE DANGEROUS PRESSURES. MAY REACT DANGEROUSLY
WITH RUST, DIRT, IRON, COPPER, HEAVY METALS OR THEIR SALTS, ALKALIS AND
WITH ORGANIC MATERIALS.
EXPLOSION DATA:
SENSITIVITY TO IMPACT.................. NONE KNOWN
SENSITIVITY TO STATIC DISCHARGES...... NONE KNOWN

REACTIVITY DATA

STABILITY (NORMAL CONDITIONS)............ STABLE
INCOMPATIBLE MATERIALS: INCOMPATIBLE WITH MOST FLAMMABLES/COMBUSTIBLES
AS WELL AS CYANIDES, NITRIC ACID, POTASSIUM PERMANGANATE, AND MANY OTHER
OXIDIZING AND REDUCING AGENTS. MIXTURE WITH BOTH ORGANICS AND SOME ACIDS
MAY BE ESPECIALLY REACTIVE.
CONDITIONS OF REACTIVITY............... NONE
HAZARDOUS DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS: CONTAMINATION OR HEAT MAY CAUSE SELF-
ACCELERATING EXOTHERMIC DECOMPOSITION WITH OXYGEN GAS AND STEAM RELEASE
THAT CAN CAUSE DANGEROUS PRESSURES. MAY REACT DANGEROUSLY WITH RUST,
DIRT, IRON, COPPER, HEAVY METALS OR THEIR SALTS, ALKALIS AND WITH ORGANIC
MATERIALS.

TOXICOLOGICAL PROPERTIES

REPEATED INHALATION EXPOSURES PRODUCED NASAL DISCHARGE, BLEACHED HAIR,
AND RESPIRATORY TRACT CONGESTION WITH SOME DEATHS OCCURRING IN RATS AND
MICE EXPOSED TO CONCENTRATIONS GREATER THAN 67 PPM. DOGS EXPOSED BY
INHALATION TO 7 PPM FOR 6 MONTHS HAD LUNG AND SKIN IRRITATION. THE
EFFECTS FROM SINGLE LARGE ORAL DOSES INCLUDE CONVULSIONS. REPEATED
ADMINISTRATION OF THE COMPOUND IN THE DIET OF ANIMALS RESULTED IN GROWTH
INHIBITION, REDUCED WEIGHT GAIN, ABNORMAL LIVER FUNCTION, ULCERS AND
DISCOLORATION OF THE STOMACH LINING WITH SWELLING. LONG-TERM
ADMINISTRATION TO MICE IN THE DRINKING WATER RESULTED IN GASTRIC EROSIONS
AND DUODENAL HYPERPLASIA. AT AQUEOUS CONCENTRATIONS OF LESS THAN 50%
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE SKIN IRRITATION OCCURS. CONCENTRATIONS LESS THAN 5% IN
AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS ARE EYE IRRITANTS, SOLUTIONS BETWEEN 5% AND 10% RANGE
FROM SEVERE EYE IRRITANTS TO BEING CORROSIVE; CONCENTRATIONS GREATER THAN
10% ARE CORROSIVE TO THE EYE. THE COMPOUND IS NOT A SKIN SENSITIZER IN
ANIMALS.
CARCINOGENICITY OF MATERIAL: One study by skin application suggested no carcinogenic activity. Results of an ingestion study with mice suggested that hydrogen peroxide might be carcinogenic. However, the FDA and other organizations have reviewed this study and concluded there is insufficient evidence that hydrogen peroxide is carcinogenic. Unpublished, long-term study with rats revealed no evidence of carcinogenicity.

REPRODUCTIVE EFFECTS: Female rats treated with 10% hydrogen peroxide produced offspring of lower body weight and some structural abnormalities, but these changes were attributed to maternal toxicity. Hydrogen peroxide produced genetic damage to bacterial and mammalian cells in culture, but one study in animals indicated it did not produce genetic damage. Limited tests in animals demonstrate no reproductive toxicity.

SYNERGISTIC MATERIALS: N. AV.

PREVENTATIVE MEASURES

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT...... Where there is potential for skin contact, have available and wear as appropriate: impervious gloves, apron, pants, jacket, hood, and boots; or totally encapsulating chemical suit with breathing air supply. Permeation data supplied by vendors indicate that impervious materials such as natural rubber, natural rubber plus neoprene, nitrile, or polyvinyl chloride afford adequate protection. Do not wear leather gloves or leather shoes (uppers or soles) because they can ignite following contact with peroxide. Cotton clothing can also ignite. This effect may be within minutes, or delayed. Clothing fires and skin damage occur less quickly with 50% or lower hydrogen peroxide than with 70% material, but adequate personal protection is essential for all industrial concentrations. Protective skin creams offer no protection from hydrogen peroxide and should not be used. Completely submerge hydrogen peroxide contaminated clothing or other materials in water prior to drying. Residual hydroxide, if allowed to dry on materials such as paper, fabrics cotton, leather, wood or other combustibles can cause the material to ignite and result in a fire. Wear coverall chemical splash goggles. In addition, where the spraying of material, wear chemical splash goggles/full-length face shield combination.

RESPIRATORY PROTECTION.......... Where there is a potential for airborne exposure in excess of applicable limits, wear NIOSH/MSHA approved respiratory protection.

VENTILATION REQUIREMENTS........ Use sufficient ventilation to keep employee exposure below recommended exposure limits.

SPILL & LEAK PROCEDURES......... Comply with federal, provincial/state and local regulations on reporting releases. Flood area with water and drain to an approved chemical sewer or wastewater treatment system,
INCLUDING MUNICIPAL SEWERS IF APPROVED. MAY BE DESTROYED WITH SODIUM METABISULFITE OR SODIUM SULFITE (1.9 LBS. SO2 EQUIVALENT PER LB. PF PEROXIDE) AFTER DILUTING 5-10%. IF HYDROGEN PEROXIDE IS SPILLED AND NOT RECOVERED, OR IS RECOVERED AS A WASTE FOR TREATMENT OR DISPOSAL, THE CERCLA REPORTABLE QUANTITY IS 100 LB. COMBUSTIBLE MATERIALS EXPOSED TO HYDROGEN PEROXIDE SHOULD BE IMMEDIATELY SUBMERGED IN OR RINSED WITH LARGE AMOUNTS OF WATER TO ENSURE THAT ALL HYDROGEN PEROXIDE IS REMOVED. RESIDUAL HYDROGEN PEROXIDE THAT IS ALLOWED TO DRY (UPON EVAPORATION HYDROGEN PEROXIDE CAN CONCENTRATE) ON ORGANIC MATERIALS, SUCH AS PAPER, FABRICS, COTTON, LEATHER, WOOD OR OTHER COMBUSTIBLES CAN CAUSE THE MATERIAL TO IGNITE AND RESULT IN A FIRE.

STORAGE REQUIREMENTS................. STORE IN A PROPERLY VENTED CONTAINER OR IN APPROVED BULK STORAGE FACILITIES. DO NOT BLOCK VENT. DO NOT STORE ON WOODEN PALLETS. DO NOT STORE WHERE CONTACT WITH INCOMPATIBLE MATERIALS COULD OCCUR. EVEN WITH A SPILL. HAVE WATER SOURCE AVAILABLE FOR DILUTING. DO NOT ADD ANY OTHER PRODUCT TO CONTAINER. NEVER RETURN USED OR UNUSED PEROXIDE TO CONTAINER, INSTEAD DILUTE WITH PLENTY OF WATER AND DISCARD. RINSE EMPTY CONTAINERS THOROUGHLY WITH CLEAN WATER BEFORE DISCARDING.

SPECIAL HANDLING INFORMATION.......USE EXTREME CARE WHEN ATTEMPTING ANY REACH BECAUSE OF FIRE AND EXPLOSION POTENTIAL (IMMEDIATE OR DELAYED). CONDUCT ALL INITIAL EXPERIMENTS ON A SMALL SCALE AND PROTECT PERSONNEL WITH ADEQUATE SHIELDING AS THE REACTIONS ARE UNPREDICTABLE AND MAY BE DELAYED, AND MAY BE AFFECTED BY IMPURITIES, CONTAMINANTS, TEMPERATURES, ETC. DO NOT GET IN EYES. DO NOT TASTE OR SWALLOW. AVOID CONTACT WITH SKIN AND CLOTHING. WASH THOROUGHLY AFTER HANDLING. AVOID CONTACT WITH FLAMMABLE OR COMBUSTIBLE MATERIALS. AVOID CONTAMINATION FROM ANY SOURCE INCLUDING MEDALS, DUST AND ORGANIC MATERIALS. NEVER USE PRESSURE TO EMPTY DRUMS; CONTAINER IS NOT A PRESSURE VESSEL. IN THE EVENT OF AN ACCIDENT WHERE LARGE VOLUMES OF HYDROGEN PEROXIDE MIGHT COME INTO CONTACT WITH EXTERNAL FIRES OR WITH INCOMPATIBLE CHEMICALS, A ONE-HALF MILE AREA FROM THE INCIDENT SHOULD BE EVACUATED.

FIRST AID MEASURES

| INHALATION: | IF INHALED, IMMEDIATELY REMOVE TO FRESH AIR. IF NOT BREATHING, GIVE ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION. IF BREATHING IS DIFFICULT, GIVE OXYGEN. CALL A PHYSICIAN. |
| SKIN CONTACT: | IN CASE OF SKIN CONTACT, IMMEDIATELY FLUSH SKIN WITH PLENTY OF WATER FOR AT LEAST 15 MINUTES WHILE REMOVING CONTAMINATED CLOTHING AND SHOES. CALL A PHYSICIAN. WASH CONTAMINATED CLOTHING AND SHOES PROMPTLY AND THOROUGHLY. |
| EYE CONTACT: | IN CASE OF CONTACT, IMMEDIATELY FLUSH EYES WITH PLENTY OF WATER FOR AT LEAST 15 MINUTES. GET MEDICAL ATTENTION IMMEDIATELY. |
| INGESTION: | IF SWALLOWED, DO NOT INDUCE VOMITING. GIVE LARGE QUANTITIES OF WATER. NEVER GIVE ANYTHING BY MOUTH TO AN UNCONSCIOUS PERSON. GET MEDICAL ATTENTION IMMEDIATELY. |
| NOTES TO PHYSICIAN: | IF SWALLOWED, LARGE AMOUNTS OF OXYGEN MAY BE RELEASED QUICKLY. THE DISTENTION OF THE STOMACH OR ESOPHAGUS MAY BE INJURIOUS. INSERTION OF A GASTRIC TUBE MAY BE ADVISABLE. |
While all the data presented is believed to be accurate at the time of preparation, PMC WATER SYSTEMS SERVICES INC., makes no warranty; the data are offered for your consideration, investigation and verification.